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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
EDGE AND CORNER PROFILES

Storage of PLAYSAFE Products and Adhesives
PLAYSAFE products should be stored in dry areas at a constant temperature above 10°C. If stored
below 10°C, store the Edge and Corner Profiles at the installation site temperature (> 10°C) for at least
2 hours before installation.
Please Note: Adhesives must be stored at all times in dry locations above 0°C. To avoid colour
variations of slabs due to differences in sunlight exposure, leave the UV protection film on the
products as supplied until just prior to installation.
Required Installation Tools
- Steel straight edge (e.g. carpenters square 600mm)
- Cutting/Stanley knife, hand saw, sabre saw or band saw (with blades for wood)
- Tape measure or meter stick
- Felt-tip markers (water –soluble) or chalk, etc.
- Application gun for dispensing adhesive
- PLAYSAFE Rubber Adhesive
- Kneepads
Sub-structure
Prior to the installation of the PLAYSAFE Edge and Corner Profiles, ensure that the sub-surface is solid
and level. Remove any loose or foreign material and level off uneven areas.
The subsurface must be clean and dry.
If necessary, apply PLAYSAFE primer to the sub-surface to reduce adhesive absorption and enhance
adhesive bonding between the subsurface and installed Edge/Corner Profiles.
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Installation
Using PLAYSAFE PU Adhesive, secure the Edge and Corner Profiles in place by adhering them onto the
subsurface, adhering the joints to the surrounding perimeter of the area and, adhering the joints
between the connecting profile lengths.
The Edge Profiles can be cut to required length using a Stanley knife and steel straight edge.
Apply contact pressure to the installed/adhered Edge and Corner Profiles. Curing time is dependent
on the application thickness, ambient air humidity and temperature.
Curing time is 24 hours at 23°C.

Cut to required length

Dimensional Variations
The dimensional tolerance of PLAYSAFE Profiles, as manufactured, is approx. +/- 0.8% in length and
width, +/- 2 mm thickness. Dimensional variations can be caused by storage in stacks (elastic
compression of the profiles due to the stack weight) and changes in thermal expansion and ambient
temperature.
The following procedures are recommended to minimize dimensional variations:
- Be certain that all Edge and Corner Profiles to be laid have the same temperature over the entire
period of installation.
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- Spread the profiles out on the ground for 2 hours before final installation to permit them to regain
their original dimensions.
- Install all slabs/edge and corner pieces under similar conditions.
- For ideal installation conditions, the ambient temperature at the site should be over 4°C for at least
24 hours prior to installation. If the ambient temperature at the site is below 4°C, store the slabs/edge
and corner profiles to be installed in a dry area at a temperature of at least 10°C for at least 72 hours
prior to installation.
Do not install PLAYSAFE slabs/corner and edge profiles if ambient temperatures below 4°C are
expected at the installation site for an extended period of time.

